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Abstract. In the narrative realm, emotions in general, and moral emo-
tions in particular, play an important role in conveying moral values to
the audience. A paradigmatic case is given by the occurrence of moral
dilemmas in stories, where the character must trade off options that can-
not be reconciled, each related with a certain moral value. In this paper,
we propose a model of the appraisal of moral emotions, and describe an
agent architecture that reacts to the occurrence of a moral dilemma with
the appropriate emotions.
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1 Introduction
Moral values have been acknowledged by drama theorists and psychologists as
having a primary role in drama. According to Bruner, “stories achieve their
meanings by explicating deviations from the ordinary in a comprehensible form”
[6], contributing to enforce the canonicity of a culture’s values. In scriptwriting,
the moral nature of the narrative premise, pointed out since the pioneering work
of [12, 22], becomes explicit in the work by [28]. Moral dilemmas take to the stage
the representation of diverging moral commitments within the same character,
bringing them to life with the help of the appropriate emotional range. In moral
dilemma, a character is faced with options that cannot be reconciled: the choice
of one option determines the impossibility of bringing about the others, and
each corresponds to a different moral value, so that the character is faced with
a choice between different values. This deadlock makes contrasting emotions
arise in the character, deeply interwoven with rational considerations. Finally,
an option (and a value) prevails, but the emergence of canonicity does not retain
the character from experiencing strong and conflicting emotional states along the
process.
In this paper, we propose a character model in which moral emotions become
part of the deliberation process of the character. Moral emotions, like pride and
shame, arise as a consequence of moral values; their intensity depends on the
importance of the values they are related with and is increased if these values are
shared with other agents. The aim is to create artificial characters who display
the emotional range triggered by the occurrence of a moral dilemma, defined
as mutually exclusive options that put different values at stake. In the struggle
among conflicting values, the choice of an option by the character is driven by
the intensity of the moral emotions she experiences; a special role is played by
the values shared with the community, which increase the intensity of shame and
pride. Remorse is also part of the game, when the character, after deliberating
and acting, is left alone with her conscience.
This paper is structured as follows. After surveying the related work (Section
2), in Section 3 we describe the relationship between moral emotions and values
and the agent model. Section 4 illustrate the agent architecture where moral
emotions are embedded. Section 5 shows the model at work on a literary example
(the story of “Iphigenia in Aulis”, written by Euripides). Conclusions and future
work end the paper.
2 Related work
The construction of a model of character who reacts to moral dilemma in the
same way as literary characters requires the integration of a rational and an emo-
tional component. Both components should embed some notion of moral value,
to let the character reason about the compliance with values at the behavioral
level and feel moral emotions when her values are put at stake.
Intelligent agents offer an operational way to design and implement charac-
ters in interactive storytelling, as shown by a number of successful application
[20, 23]. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of agent [5] has proven to be
an effective basis for the implementation of artificial characters, thanks to the
availability of programmable agent frameworks [21, 4]. In contemporary aesthet-
ics, the adequacy of this model to the paradigm of identification postulated by
[8] has been put forth by the work of Feagin [15].
Many works tried to integrate computational models of emotions in a cogni-
tive architecture for intelligent agents [24, 14, 18]. Although different theories of
emotions have been proposed (including physiological and dimensional models),
most computational models are based on appraisal theory, in which cognitive
processes are involved in the generation of emotions [19, 17, 25]. According to
appraisal theories, cognitive processes have the function of building a mental
representation of the situation in which a person is involved. This representation
(person-environment relation) is not limited to the external environment, but
includes also the internal disposition of a person as goals, desires, intentions,
norms, moral rules. Emotions arise from appraisal of the person-environment
relation according to appraisal dimensions that are defined in the theory (i.e.
desirability of an event). Many models don’t take into account the link between
moral emotions, values and goals [16, 18, 14, 3], with the relevant exception of
FLAME [13]. In FLAME, moral rules are acquired by learning user’s actions
and a fuzzy logic approach is used to calculate the intensity of emotions; how-
ever, the appraisal process is not encoded in the system.
In the OCC theory [19], the person-environment relation is represented by
goals, standards and attitudes; appraisal dimensions are represented by desir-
ability (or undesirability) of an event, praiseworthiness (or blameworthiness) of
an action, liking (or disliking) of an object. According to this model, the agent’s
“standards” (i.e. the agent’s “beliefs in term of which moral and other kinds
of judgmental evaluations are made”) affect the evaluation of self and others’
actions. Actions that meet the agent’s standards are deemed praiseworthy, and
their execution triggers emotions like pride and admiration. Conversely, blame-
worthy actions trigger emotions like shame and reproach. So, in our work, we
assume the OCC model, and rely on previous work by [7] to establish an explicit
link between moral values and moral emotions.
In the story generation systems by [2], a finite set of dilemmas are defined,
each characterised by a set of preconditions that the system has the task to
achieve. Generated dilemmas are presented to the user in order to engage her in
the drama with the choice of the next course of action. Differently from [2], we
present a model of character in which a moral conflict arises from the conflict of
values and from the emotional appraisal of one’s own actions. Inspired by work
on moral dilemma [2] and the notion of value [11, 26], we propose a model of
how a character reacts in front of a moral dilemma and how moral emotions can
affect her behavior. Different individuals acknowledge different values, arranged
into subjective scales [26]. So, different characters react differently to values at
stake, as a consequence of the values they care for and the importance they
attribute to them.
3 Dilemma-compliant agent model
In previous work [10], value–sensitive agents are modeled as BDI agents, aug-
mented with the notion of value. An agent features a set of values, arranged into
a subjective ‘scale of values’ [26]. Each value is associated with a set of condi-
tions: when one or more conditions hold in the state of the world, the value is
put at stake. The value–sensitive agent monitors the state of the world for values
at stake: when the agent realizes that some value is at stake, it modifies its com-
mitment accordingly, by forming a goal (value–dependent goal) that contributes
to re-establishing the value (or the values) at stake. Notice that, according to
this model, the monitoring of values is carried out not only on what the agent
believes to be the current state of the world but also on the agent’s expectations
about the outcomes of the events and of the other agent’s actions.
Following the model described in [7], we map the notion of agent’s “stan-
dards” on the notion of “values” and we define the praiseworthiness or blame-
worthiness of an action on the basis of the agent’s values. The agent considers
her own action as praiseworthy only if she has formed the intention to execute it
to bring a value at stake back to balance. Conversely, if an action puts at stake
a value of the appraising agent, it is considered blameworthy. The role of values
is relevant not only for the appraisal of an agent’s own actions, but also for the
appraisal of other agents’ behavior. In our model, different emotions can arise
in the agent, and an action can be appraised as blameworthy and praiseworthy
at the same time. Also, we distinguish when a value is put at stake by an action
but can be reestablished subsequently and when a value is put at stake with
no possibility of being reestablished. Based on this, in the following section, we
introduce moral dilemmas.
We model a character as a BDI agent augmented with the notion of values
and emotions. So, a character is a 5-tuple {B,D, I, V,E} where B is the set
of beliefs of the character, D is the set of desires (or high-level goals), I is the
set of intentions, V is the set of values, E is the set of emotions. For the aim
of this work, we consider the emotions of pride and shame, classified in OCC
model as Attribution emotions concerning the self. The beliefs base includes not
only the state of the world but also expectations about how it may evolve, in-
formation about interpersonal relationships with others agent and their mental
state (clearly, in a real implementation a theory of mind about others agents
and expectations have to be restricted to a certain number of nesting).
Goals arise as a consequence of the character’s values. Inspired by [27], a goal
g is defined by a tuple g(c, e, s, pi, t) where:
– c is the satisfying condition. When c is true in the state of the world the goal
is achieved and dropped;
– e is the failure condition. When e is true in the current state of the world,
the goal is dropped;
– s is the state of the goal. A goal can be adopted, suspended, activated or
dropped. Following [27], desires ∈ D are adopted goals. Adopted goals re-
main suspended until they are ready for execution (i.e., they are in active
state), then possibly suspended again if a more important goal is adopted.
Goals can eventually be dropped if certain conditions hold, namely, when
the rationality constraints stated by [9] are met;
– pi is the plan formed by the planning component to achieve the goal;
– t is the goal type. In this work, we consider only achievement goals and
perform goals. When dealing with values, an achievement goal is the goal to
achieve a certain state of affairs in which the value is not at stake anymore,
while a perform goal is the goal to execute actions (i.e. plans) to re-establish
the value at stake.
A value v is defined by a set of constructs of the form v(c, r, l) where:
– c is a ground formula. When c holds in the state of the world or in the
character’s expectation the value is put at stake;
– r (a real number) is the priority of the value. Values are organized in a scale
of values [26];
– l represents the probability of reestablishing a value through the execution
of a plan (this implies that the value is at stake and that the agent has an
active value-dependent goal with a formed plan).
With respect to [27], [11], we introduce for plans a structure that contains infor-
mation about the values at stake, in order to let the agent reason about dilemmas.
A plan structure pi ∈ I contains a sequence of actions, devised by the planning
component. We assume that actions are in STRIPS-like style with preconditions
and effects. A plan pi is described by a tuple (P, V T , V B , g, u) where:
– P is the set of facts that the plan pi makes true in the state of the world
(if completely executed with success). Every condition pi ∈ P is a condition
c of a value at stake vi ∈ V T that may hold in the current state or in the
future, according to agent’s prospect reasoning (or expectations);
– V T is the set of values vi put at stake by the plan pi;
– V B is the set of values vi reestablished by the plan pi;
– g is the value-dependent goal achieved by the plan. Goal g arises from the
motivation of bringing values in V B back to balance;
– u is the associate utility (a real number). Agents choose which plans to
execute with respect to their utility, calculated by taking into consideration
the moral emotions that arise from reestablishing or putting at stake a value
and the probability of success of plan.
Emotions are defined by (t, i, v, pi) where:
– t is the emotion type, according to OCC model;
– i is the intensity of emotion (a real number); it is involved in the calculation
of plan utility;
– v is the emotion valence that indicates if emotions is a positive (’+’) or nega-
tive (’-’) emotion. For example, a positive emotions, like ’pride’, contributes
in positive way to utility and expected utility of a plan.
– pi is the plan from which emotion rises.
Further, in the belief base, we also define the following data structures:
– VatStake: the set of values vi ∈ V put at stake in the current state of the
world or in character’s expectations;
– VShared: the set of values shared with others agents, augmented with infor-
mation about the relationship of the agent with them. A shared value svi
∈ VShared is described by (ag, vi, rel(ag)) where ag is the agent that shares
the value, vi is the shared value and rel(ag) is the believed intensity of the
relationship with that agent.
4 Character’s architecture
In order to cast the model described in the previous section into an agent archi-
tecture, we define the following agent loop:
Monitoring: the agent perceives the world and updates its beliefs (update(B)).
In particular, the agent supervises the failure condition on his/her goals to drop
them and the conditions of her values at stake to control if a value at stake is
re-established (checkConditions(D,VatStake)).
Goal adoption: the agent updates its value at stake. ∀ vi ∈ V if the condi-
tion c of the value vi holds in the state of the world, the value is at stake and
Algorithm 1 Moral dilemma reappraisal
while true do
B ← update(B)
checkConditions(D,VatStake)
VatStake ← update(VatStake)
formGoal(D,VatStake)
generateP lans(D, I)
prospectReasoning(I,D, V )
checkConflict(I)
selfAppraisal(E, I,D, VatStake)
socialAppraisal(E, I,D, VatStake, VShared)
pi ← chooseBestP lan(I)
execute(pi)
generateEmotions(pi)
end while
is added to VatStake (update(VatStake)). The agent forms and adopts a value-
dependent goal to restore the values at stake (formGoals(D,VatStake). For each
new generated plans, the possibility of success is calculated to bring the value
back to balance.
Option Generation: the agent performs means-end reasoning to generate
new plans for the adopted goals (generateP lans(D, I)). Then, she performs an-
ticipatory reasoning to detect if the new plans put at stake some other value in
V (prospectReasoning(I,D, V )). ∀ pii ∈ I, the agent checks if an effect of an
action puts another value vi ∈ V at stake. Although expensive, focused antici-
patory reasoning is an essential element of social frameworks, such as [18, 1]. If
so, the condition of the value at stake is added to the plan set of precondition
P and the value at stake is added to the character set VatStake and the plan set
V T . Also, the agent forms a value-dependent goal to re-establish the new values
at stake and generates new plans for new adopted goals. For every new plan, the
probability of success is calculated to set the probability to re-establishing the
value (the field l in value construct). The agent performs a check on the updated
Fig. 1. Definition of chiasmus between options.
set I to detects conflicts between plans (checkConflict(I)). Plans are in conflict
when a chiasmus is established between them. A chiasmus (Fig. 1) between two
plans pii and pij exists when the intersections V
T
i ∩ V Bj and V Tj ∩ V Bi 6= ∅. A
conflict between a plan pii and a plan pij means that, when successfully executed
pij , the probability of success of plan pii is equal to zero, and vice versa. So,
the probability l of a value is set to the conditional probability of success of
the related plan and not to the probability of success of the plan (as described
above).
Making this assumption, we model the fact that there is no possibility of
reestablishing the value in the future. So a moral dilemma is detected, the agent’s
decision is not about what value to bring in a positive state before, but which
value must be put aside.
Appraisal-based deliberation: in this phase, the agent decides what goal
becomes activated. The appraisal takes into consideration moral emotions to
choose the value-dependent goal to activate and forms the value-dependent per-
form goal to execute the related plan. The deliberation is done in two phases:
one is the self-appraisal (selfAppraisal(E, I,D, VatStake)) and the other is the
social appraisal (socialAppraisal(E, I,D, VatStake, VShared)) of plans. In the self-
appraisal phase the character considers only his own goals, while, in the social-
appraisal phase, the values shared with the society are taken into account in the
decision process.
In self-appraisal, the intensity of emotions that arise from a certain plan are
calculated and the expected utility of the plan is computed:
1. PrideI =
∑
vi∈V B ri * step(pii) * probOfSucc(pii)
2. ShameI =
∑
vi∈V T ri ∗ (1− li) * step(pii) * probOfSucc(pii)
3. expected-utility(pii) = PrideI - ShameI
After the self-appraisal, the agent executes social-appraisal, in which she takes
into account her beliefs about shared values and social relations to calculate the
intensity of emotions and the expected utility of plans. So, in this phase, a plan
is appraised as praiseworthy or blameworthy by taking into consideration the
shared values. The priority of the shared value is obtained from the weighted
sum between the priority of the shared value and the intensity of the relation
with the agent with who shares that value. The new priorities of the values ∈
V T or ∈ V B are re-calculated as the sum of original priority with the priority
of the shared value (for example, given vi ∈ V B and vi1, vi2 ∈ VShared the new
priority is equal to ri ∈ V B +
∑
vij∈V Shared rij). The intensity of emotions are
then calculated by taking into consideration the new priority of the values, ac-
cording to the formulas:
1. shared-priority(vi) =
∑
vi∈VShared ri ∗ rel(ag) given a value vi ∈ V T or V B ;
2. PrideI = (
∑
vb
i
∈V B ri+ shared-priority(vi)) * step(pii) * probOfSucc(pii)
3. ShameI = (
∑
vt
i
∈V T ri∗(1−li) + shared-priority(vi)) * step(pii) * probOfSucc(pii)
4. expected-utility(pii) = PrideI - ShameI
The agent chooses the best plan (chooseBestP lan(I)) and forms a perform
goal to execute the plan. The goal related to the chosen plans become activated,
the others goals remain suspended.
Execution The agent executes the next action of activated plan – the first
action when the plan is activated for the first time (execution(pi), generate
Emotions(pi)).
5 Example
The example, taken from the greek tragedy “Iphigenia in Aulis” by Euripides,
revolves around Agamemnon, the leader of the Greek fleet during the Trojan
War, and his decision to sacrifice his daughter, Iphigenia. We model the moment
in which the Greek fleet is waiting at Aulis (Boeotia), but is unable to set sail
due to a lack of wind. After consulting the seer Calchas, Agamemnon comes
to know that the goddess Artemis causes the lack of wind because he offended
her. To appease the goddess, he has to sacrifice her daughter Iphigenia. So, in
the moment before the profecy, Agamemnon is committed to the achievement
goal agsetSail, motivated by the value of loving his country vCountry, and to the
perform goal pgsetSail for the plan pisetSail, which consists in the departure from
Aulis to Troy (Table 1).
Table 1. Agamemnon’s state before learning Calchas’s profecy
Beliefs wind-intensity(low)
failed(pisetSail)
inAulis(ships)
wind-intensity(high) ⇐⇒ sailing(fleet)
Desires agsetSail(sailing(fleet)), wind-intensity(low), activated, pisetSail, AG)
pgsetSail(succeeded(pisetSail), failed(pisetSail), activated,pisetSail, PG)
Plans pisetSail(-, -, vCountry, agsetSail)
VatStake vCountry(inAulis(ships), 0.8, 0.5)
In the Monitoring phase (Table 2) Agamemnon updates his beliefs. Ac-
cording to the profecy, the ground formula not(alive(Iphigenia)) ⇐⇒ wind-
intensity(high) is added to the beliefs. The goals pgsetSail and agsetSail are
dropped because their failure condition (wind-intensity(low) and failed(pisetSail))
hold in the state of the world, while the set of values at stake VatStake remains
unaltered. So, the initial plan pisetSail is abandoned. In the Goal Adoption phase
(Table 2), Agamemnon forms the achievement goal agCountry to restore the value
still at stake. In the Option Generation phase (Table 2) Agamemnon forms a new
plan piCountry to restore the value vCountry and satisfy the goal agCountry accord-
ing to his new beliefs. Agamemnon performs the anticipatory reasoning for new
plans generated and he detects that the plan piCountry contains an action with
an effects (i.e. ‘sacrifice Iphigenia’) that threatens a condition of value vIphigenia
(preserving the life of her daughter Iphigenia). He forms a new value-dependent
achievement goals agIphigenia to re-establish vIphigenia in V and derives a new
plan, piIphigenia (saving Iphigenia’s life) to achieve the new goal. Agamemnon
performs a check to validate if and which plans are in conflict. At this point, a
chiasmus is detected between plans piCountry and piIphigenia.
Table 2. Monitor - Goal Adoption - Option generation Phase 1
Beliefs wind-intensity(low)
inAulis(ships)
wind-intensity(high) ⇐⇒ sailing(fleet)
not(alive(Iphigenia)) ⇐⇒ wind-intensity(high)
Desires agCountry(sailing(fleet)), low-intensity(low), suspended, -, AG)
agIphigenia(alive(Iphigenia), not(alive(Iphigenia)), suspended, -, AG)
Plans piCountry(vIphigenia, vCountry, agCountry)
piIphigenia(vCountry, vIphigenia, agIphigenia)
VatStake vCountry(-, inAulis(ships), 0.8, 0)
vIphigenia(-, not(alive(Iphigenia)), 0.9, 0)
VShared (Menelaus, vCountry, 1) with priority (0.8 * 1) = 0.8
(Ulysses, vCountry, 0.5) with priority (0.8 *0.5) = 0.4
(fleet, vCountry, 0.3) with priority (0.8 * 0.3) = 0.24
In the Appraisal-based Deliberation phase (Table 3), due to the detected
conflict, Agamemnon reasons about moral valence of plans and calculates the
expected utility of plans according to the rules described in Section 3. We sup-
pose that both plans contains two actions and a success probability of 0.5. So, for
example, in the case of plan piCountry the pride emotion intensity is
∑
vcountry
r ∗
step(pii)∗probOfSucc(pii); the shame emotion intensity is
∑
vIphigenia
r ∗ (1− l)∗
step(pii) ∗ probOfSucc(pii) and the expected utility is equal to the difference be-
tween pride intensity and shame intensity. After the self-appraisal, Agamemnon
takes into consideration the shared values to perform social appraisal (Table 3).
The only value at stake shared with others agents is the value vCountry. The
new priority for the shared value is calculated as the sum of the shared-priority
(Table 2) with the original priority of the value (0.8). So the new priority for the
value at stake vCountry is equal to (0.8 + 0.8 + 0.4 + 0.24) = 2.24. After the
social appraisal, the highest expected utility is the expected utility of the plan
piCountry. The achievement goal agCountry becomes ‘activated’ and a perform
goal pgCountry is formed to start executing the chosen plan. In the execution
phase, Agamemnon executes the first action of the plan: he writes a letter to
Iphigenia to tell her that she must join him.
Table 3. Appraisal-based Deliberation phase
Self-appraisal piCountry Self-appraisal piIphigenia
Prideint 0.8 * 2 * 0.5 = 0.8 0.9 * 2 * 0.5 = 0.9
Shameint (0.9 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.5 = 0.9 (0.8 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.5 = 0.8
utility 0.8 - 0.9 = -0.1 0.9 - 0.8 = 0.1
Social-appraisal piCountry Social-appraisal piIphigenia
Prideint 2.24 * 2 * 0.5 = 2.24 0.9 * 2 * 0.5 = 0.9
Shameint (0.9 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.5 = 0.9 2.24 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.5 = 0.8
utility 2.24 - 0.9 = 1.24 0.9 - 2.24= -1.34
In the subsequent cycle, Agamennon monitors the world again and the ap-
praisal restarts. For the sake of brevity, we focus on the Appraisal-based Delib-
eration phase. Agamemnon’s mental state is depicted in Table 4. Following the
story line, after Agamennon has written the letter to his daughter, the shared
values are removed from his belief base. In the goal adoption phase Agamemnon
Table 4. Monitoring - Goal adoption - Option Generation - Deliberation Phase 2
Beliefs wind-intensity(low)
inAulis(ships)
wind-intensity(high) ⇐⇒ sailing(fleet)
not(alive(Iphigenia)) ⇐⇒ wind-intensity(high)
coming(Iphigenia)
Desires agCountry(sailing(fleet)), low-intensity(low), activated, -, AG)
pgCountry(succeeded(piCountry), failed(piCountry), activated,piCountry, PG)
agIphigenia(alive(Iphigenia), not(alive(Iphigenia)), suspended, -, AG)
Plans piCountry(-, vIphigenia, vCountry, agCountry)
piIphigenia(-, vCountry, vIphigenia, agIphigenia)
VatStake vCountry(inAulis(ships), 0.8, 0)
vIphigenia(not(alive(Iphigenia)), 0.9, 0)
piCountry Self-appraisal
Prideint 0.8 * 2 * 0.9 = 1.44
Shameint (0.9 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.9 = 1.62
utility(piCountry) 1.44 - 1.62 = -0.18
piIphigenia Self-appraisal
Prideint 0.9 * 2 * 0.5 = 0.9
Shameint (0.8 * (1-0)) * 2 * 0.5 = 0.8
utility(piIphigenia) 0.9 - 0.8 = 0.1
is still committed to the goals agCountry and pgCountry, while the goal agIphigenia
is still suspended. In the option generation phase there is no new value at stake,
only the plan piIphigenia may contain a different course of action to re-establish
the value still at stake, because of the new beliefs (Table 4). In the Appraisal-
based Deliberation phase, Agamemnon re-calculates the utility of plans. This
time, the success probability of the plan piCountry is equal to 0.9 (he has writ-
ten the letter and Iphigenia is bound to arrive). We don’t report the social
appraisal re-calculation because no values are shared with the society at this
time (Table 4). Agamemnon chooses the best plan piIphigenia. Consequently, the
achievement goal agCountry becomes suspended, the perform goal pgCountry and
the plan piCountry are dropped, while agIphigenia is activated and a new perform
goal is formed to execute the new plan. Then, in the Execution phase, Agamem-
non starts to execute the plan piIphigenia. According to the story line, he feels
remorse for what he has done, and writes a new letter to his daughter saying her
not to come to Aulis. 1
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an agent model that accounts for the emotional range
triggered by the occurrence of a moral dilemma in stories. We introduced the
notion of values to define the moral appraisal of actions and illustrated the model
on a literary example of moral dilemma. The aim is to create artificial characters
whose emotional appraisal is affected by moral values, and shared values in
particular. Being an operational model, it lends itself to implementation with
agent frameworks and languages, that we are currently conducting.
We want to extend our model to consider not only value-dependent goals but
also standard goals, in order to investigate the interplay of value-dependent goal
formation and standard deliberation, and generate a wider range of emotional
states, that account for the social component in a more accurate way. Last, we
want to test the emotional states generated by the model on the involvement of
the user and her perception of the character’s behavior, by testing if the moral
values of the user have an impact in the mechanism of sympathy and empathy.
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